T.C.A. Will Conduct Lecture Course
On Relation of Science to Religion

Yale University Professor Will Conduct Three Discussions
Next Week

Following its custom of past years, the Technology Christian Association will conduct three discussions next week dealing with subjects vital to students and others. This year the lectures are to be given by Dr. G. A. Tweedy, of the Yale Divinity School, who will take the general theme, the relation between religion and science.

"These lectures are to be given on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of next week; the first two of which will be given in room 105 at 4 o'clock, while the third will be given in room 825 at three o'clock. President Bratton is to preside at the first meeting, and Dean Yahol of the second, while Geppa Smith will act as moderator of the third and out meeting.

Dr. Tweedy is a graduate of Yale University and of Union Theological Seminary, and spent two years in

NOTICES

OFFICIAL

MOVIES OF NEWSPAPER INDUSTRY

The Department of Chemistry assents that the seven seal photo-

'From Speak to Newspaper' will be presented Monday, April 2, at

the lecture held in the 8:30 class of the Division of Or-

ganic Chemistry at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. Everybody is invited.

UNDERGRADUATE SENIOR CLASS MEETING

Senior Mass Meeting in room 108 at 3 o'clock the afternoon. Meet-

ings may be presented.

TECH SHOW

Rehearsal of Cast, Chorus, and Orchestra tomorrow in two rooms in

North Hall.